Z.Matik | 507 BL Reversible Tabletop Sheeter

Compact, Reliable Tabletop Sheeter!

The Z.Matik 507BL is the perfect reversible tabletop/bench sheeter for laminating and
processing a wide variety of dough, including croissant, phyllo doughs and puff pastry.
This space saving sheeter is perfect for bakeries with limited space. Both sides of the
conveyor table fold up for storage. This versatile machine is capable of handling the
majority of tasks that their traditional, full-sized floor model counterparts can.

Features
ü Versatility

Suitable for a wide variety of doughs including:
puffed, croissant, biscuit, doughnut, shortdough,
Phyllo (Filo).

ü Compact

This machine features a space saving footprint
designed to fit in most environments. In addition,
both sides of the conveyor belt fold up when not in
use for maximum storage.

ü Easy Cleaning

ü Easy Operation

Quick and easy one-person setup, with ergonomic
handles that reduce operator strain.

ü Safety Guards

Safety guard surrounds the area where dough is
processed for added safety.

ü Durable Construction

Ensures both hygiene and durability

Easy to remove polyethylene scrapers and conveyor
belt made of synthetic material for easy cleaning.

ü Accessories

Rolling pins with mounted supports are standard.

ü Reversible

This bench pastry sheeter is reversible, enabling the
operator to process dough in both directions saving
both time and operator strain.
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Z.Matik | 507 BL Reversible Tabletop Sheeter

Technical Specifications

Electrical
Motor
Cylinder Dimensions
Conveyor Dimensions
(L X W)

Standard Dimensions
(L x W X H)

Net Weight
Stored Dimensions
(L x W )

Shipping Dimensions

507 BL
120 or 220V
0.75 HP | 0.55KW
80 Ø | 45mm Aperture (maximum roller opening)
29.5 x 20" | 75 x 50 cm
69 x 35.5 x 27" | 175 x 90 x 68.5 cm
309 lb | 140 kg
35.5 x 44" | 90 x 111.5 cm
34.5 x 47.5 x 59" | 110 x 120 x 150 cm

(L X W X H)

Shipping Weight

331 lb | 150 kg

Notes:

Specifications are subject to change without notice, as we remain committed to delivering the best
equipment possible. Technical specifications and warranty information will be provided in your quote.
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